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Andrea Somma-Trejos is the Chief Executive Officer & Co-Founder of OMINA and Executive Director of FUNDACION CIUDAD.

Costa Rica-based Uruguayan social entrepreneur Andrea Somma has long been involved with her adopted country’s emerging cultural scene and is a passionate advocate for female empowerment.

Concerned about challenges emerging brands face in order to find success on a global scale, she founded the Costa Rica Fashion Summit in 2017, the first summit on fashion sustainability in the region.

“There are not many countries in the world that have Costa Rica’s well-deserved reputation for sustainability and social justice, and I believed it was important to emphasize these values in our local fashion scene in order to create awareness and business opportunities.”

Costa Rica Fashion Summit in 2017 was a local and international success which led Andrea to pair up with well-known fashion entrepreneur Carmen Busquets to create in 2018 Omina, a not-for-profit initiative that promotes sustainable living.